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In this issue, we have six regular research papers. The first four papers are all concerned

with aspects of software defects, whereas the final two deal with software maintenance and

reducing the cost of software development, respectively.

In ‘‘Predicting defective modules in different test phases,’’ Bora Caglayan, Ayse Tosun

Misirli, Ayse Basar Bener, and Andriy Miranskyy describe how they built a learning-based

model for each testing phase. Their model can be used to improve defect prediction

performance and so reduce the time needed to detect defects. This can help managers to

know where extra resources will be needed during testing.

For many years, it has been assumed that there is a link between faults and failures, but

little direct evidence of this has been published. The paper ‘‘Exploring fault types, de-

tection activities, and failure severity in an evolving safety–critical software system’’ by

Maggie Hamill and Katerina Goseva-Popstojanova investigates this link and looks at the

types of faults that tend to cause failures as well as the severity of the resulting failure.

Using data from a safety–critical NASA mission, the authors report a number of findings,

including that a small number of fault types was responsible for the majority of failures

(both pre-release and post-release). Post-release failures and safety–critical failures were

closely associated with coding faults. The authors suggest that a list of common coding

faults should be maintained and used to prevent such faults from re-occurring. They also

suggest that requirements engineering should be performed continually throughout the life

cycle and post-release, because requirements faults were found to be a significant root

cause of software failures.

In ‘‘Reducing software defects removal cost via design of experiments using Taguchi

approach,’’ Ljubomir Lazić and Stevan Milinković discuss how testing can be improved in

order to remove defects efficiently. Their strategy (which involves identifying a set of
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performance objectives) supports the selection of the best solution from a number of

alternatives and facilitates the measurement of risks before action is taken.

Turning our attention to defects in end-user programming environments, the paper

‘‘Using constraints to diagnose faulty spreadsheets’’ by Rui Abreu, Birgit Hofer, Alexandre

Perez, and Franz Wotawa considers the debugging of spreadsheets. Their approach uses a

test case to produce a constraint satisfaction problem. The approach was validated using a

large number of spreadsheets from different domains.

In ‘‘Prioritizing code-smells correction tasks using chemical reaction optimization’’ by

Ali Ouni, Marouane Kessentini, Slim Bechikh, and Houari Sahraoui, the authors discuss

how to automatically find an optimal sequence of refactoring operations to deliver the most

maintainable software. Their approach uses a novel metaheuristic search algorithm mod-

elled on a chemical reaction. Early results indicate that the approach is very promising.

The paper ‘‘A quality cost reduction model for large-scale software development’’ by

Tihana Galinac Grbac, Željka Car, and Darko Huljenić discusses a new software quality

model to help cope with the shorter development cycles that we typically see nowadays.

The new model is based on the idea of optimal investment in quality assurance activities.

The model was evaluated using a real-world project. The results did show that the costs of

quality assurance can be safely reduced using this model. The authors conclude that their

model can help to optimize the software development process.

I hope you enjoy reading this issue. If you have any comments, please send them to me

at rachel.harrison@brookes.ac.uk.
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